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[Introduction]
• The Make-Up of Molecules and Solids

Atoms can be combined to form molecules or solids.

The properties of these compounds depend greatly on the way their constitutive atoms are bonded 
together, by their electrons.

• Molecular Bonding

Chemical bonds are the result of the overlap between the outer orbitals of two atoms whose 
valence shell is not full.

Despite their mutual repulsion, sharing electrons leads to a lower energy state, in which a stable 
bonded molecule is formed.

The atomic spacing in a molecule or a solid is of the order of a few Å.

• Valence shell

The outer shell is called the valence shell. It contains the electrons  responsible for molecular 
bonds and shaping the optical properties of solids.

The chemical bond depends on the tendency of its atoms: (i) to share electrons; (ii) to form 
cations, by losing one or several electrons; or (iii) to form anions, by gaining one or several 
electrons.

• So far, about 200 molecules have been detected in the interstellar and circumstellar medium by 
direct observation of their spectra. These molecules are ones which contain up to 13 atoms.
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• Molecules formed from two atoms are called diatomics while those formed from more than two 
atoms are described as polyatomic.

• Because molecular binding energies are relatively small, i.e., generally less than ionization 
energies, molecules are only found in cooler, or less active, astronomical environments.

Polyatomic molecules are only a significant component of matter at temperatures below about 
4000 K. Diatomic systems can survive to somewhat higher temperatures and may be found in 
environments with temperatures up to about 8000 K.

• The Structure, and hence the spectra, of molecules are more complicated than atoms in two ways:

- There is no single charge center about which electrons move. The electronic wavefunctions therefore 
have lower symmetry, making them harder to calculate and harder to work with.

- The nuclei themselves move, giving rise to both rotational and vibrational motions of the atoms within 
the molecule. These motions give rise to discrete spectra.
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[Born-Oppenheimer Approximation]
• Born-Oppenheimer approximation:

- To a very good approximation, the motions of the electrons and nuclei could be treated 
separately. The electrons move much faster than the nuclei.

- This come about because of the great difference between the masses of the electron and a typical nuclei. 

- The slowly moving nuclei only sense the electrons as a kind of smoothed-out cloud. As the nuclei move 
the electrons have sufficient time to adjust to adiabatically the new nuclear positions. (It is like flies 
buzzing round an elephant - as the elephant moves the flies move with it.) The nuclei then feel only an 
equivalent potential that depends on the internuclear distance and on the particular electronic state.

- One separates the wavefunction for the motions of electrons from the wavefunction for the 
motions of the nuclei. One can then consider the electronic wavefunction separately for each 
position of nuclei, as if the nuclei are held fixed. 

- Due to very different energies of the electronic, vibrational, and rotational states, these 
interactions can be assumed to be decoupled. The separation of wavefunctions is referred to as 
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the total 
wavefunction is a product of the nuclear, electronic, vibrational, and rotational wavefunctions.

 tot =  nuc el vib rot
<latexit sha1_base64="icql86Rrxe1SJGSKcpMiKG/EMBk=">AAACL3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42PRl26CRZBNyWpgm7EgiguK9gHNCFMppN26GQSZiaFEvJHblz7F92IKOK2f+H0Aa2tFwbOOfce7tzjx5QIaVkfWm5tfWNzK7+t7+zu7ReMg8O6iBKOcA1FNOJNHwpMCcM1SSTFzZhjGPoUN/ze3bjf6GMuSMSe5SDGbgg7jAQEQakkz3hwYkG81OGhKSOZ3cwpS1A2Z5gukD7xFxhXPs8oWiVrUuYqsGegWCmMbs/1t/uqZwyddoSSEDOJKBSiZVuxdFPIJUEUZ7qTCBxD1IMd3FKQwRALN53cm5mnSmmbQcTVY9KcqIuOFIZCDEJfTYZQdsVybyz+12slMrh2U8LiRGKGpouChKpozHF4ZptwjCQdKAARJ+qvJupCDpFUEesqBHv55FVQL5fsi1L5SaVxCaaVB8fgBJwBG1yBCngEVVADCLyAIfgEX9qr9q59az/T0Zw28xyBP6WNfgF/Fq4G</latexit>
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• Order of magnitude of energy levels
- Electronic energy: 

(1) As the separation between the two atoms  (at very small ), the overall interactions are 
strongly repulsive. There is repulsion due to nuclear-nuclear interaction whose potential depends on 

. There is also repulsion due to the electron-electron interactions, which also behave 
approximately as . However, these repulsive interactions are largely cancelled by the attractive 
electron-nuclear interaction.

(2) As , the molecule is pulled apart and it separates into atoms in a process known as 
dissociation. The energy of the system at dissociation is clearly just the sum of the atomic exchange.

(3) At intermediate , to get binding there must be some region of  where the molecular energy is less 
than the sum of the atomic energies. In this case, the electronic state is described as ‘attractive’ and 
there is a minimum in the potential energy curve.

For a diatomic molecule, a stable chemical bond can form between two atoms that approach within a 
distance of each other comparable to the Bohr radius . Then, the electron energy will be 
given by

R → 0 R

ZAZB /R
1/R

R → ∞

R R

a0 = ℏ2/mec2

⇒ visible/UV (a few eV)
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- Vibrational energy:

If the two nuclei are displaced from the equilibrium separation  by a displacement comparable to 
, they will vibrate about the equilibrium position with a frequency  such that the vibrational 

energy contained in the motion and displacements of the two nuclei (of typical mass ) will be 
comparable to the depth of the electronic potential well.

- Rotational energy:

The nuclei can also rotate about each other. Then, the energy of rotation is

where  I  is the moment of inertia of the molecule:   .  Therefore, we obtain 

In summary,  

R0
ξ ∼ a0 ωvib

M

I = Ma2
0

E = Eelect + Evib + Erot

⇒ Near-IR / Mid-IR

⇒ radio

Then, the vibrational energy is
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Chapter I. Propaedeutics in Dust Physics I.2. The Interaction of Light with Solids
;=<

FIGURE I.15 – Molecular transitions. The different types of transitions are illustrated with the CO
molecule. Licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0.

I.2.2 Grain Optical Properties

I.2.2.1 Why Are Most Dust Features in the MIR?

All but one spectral features of the interstellar grain candidates we have listed in Table I.3 are in the
MIR. This is a general trend (e.g. Table 1 of van der Tak et al., 2018a). It can be understood by making
an analogy with the different types of molecular transitions (cf. e.g. Chap. 2 of Tielens, 2005, for a
review). Those are illustrated in Fig. I.15.

Electronic transitions are transitions between the quantum harmonic oscillator levels of the bond-
ing electron. In the case of solids, they are transitions between bands, such as the º ! º?

transition of aromatic carbon, at 2175 Å (cf. Sect. I.1.4). The natural frequency of these reso-
nances is given by Eq. (I.6): !0 =

p
ke /me . The energy of these resonances is comparable to the

binding energy, or the band gap. They typically range between ' 4 and ' 20 eV. They are thus
in the UV domain (∏' 0.06°0.30µm).

Vibrational transitions are associated with the stretching or bending of a bond. These modes in-
volve the motion of the nuclei, which are much heavier than the electrons. Their frequency is
!v =

p
kv /µ1,2, where µ1,2 = m1m2/(m1 +m2) is the reduced mass of the two atoms, m1 and

m2. Typically, µ1,2 = 0.9,6,10£mp for C–H, C–C and Si–O bonds, respectively (mp is the proton
mass; cf. Table B.2). At first order, the new force constant is similar to previously, ke ' kv . The
frequency is now reduced by a factor '

p
me /µ1,2 ' 0.007°0.02. These transitions are thus in

the MIR (∏' 2°40µm). They are the most relevant transitions for ISD.

Rotational transitions are associated with the rotation of the molecule. Their energy depends on
the centrifugal force, which reduces the frequency by a factor ' me /mp . These transitions are
thus in the millimeter regime. Most dust grains do not have detectable rotational transitions,
because of their inertia. Only the smallest, charged grains have a non-negligible rotational
emission that will be discussed in Sect. II.2.2.3.

I.2.2.2 Dielectric Functions of Realistic Materials

The dielectric functions of Eq. (I.15) and Eq. (I.28) correspond to simple cases where there is only one
type of oscillator. Realistic materials have more complex structures, with several modes per bond.
Deriving dielectric functions of potential interstellar grain analogs is the subject of a rich literature.
There are three types of approaches to determine the dispersion relation of a medium.

The theoretical knowledge of the microscopic structure of the crystal can be used to determine the
different resonances that we have demonstrated in Sect. I.2.1. The resonant or plasma fre-

;F<
Frédéric GALLIANO 23 HDR, Université Paris-Saclay

Molecular transitions.
The different types of transitions are illustrated with the CO molecule.

[credit: Frédéric Galliano]
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Schrödinger equation for a diatomic molecule
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interactions between two atoms. Such curves, examples of which are given
in Fig. 9.2, only exist within the Born–Oppenheimer approximation.

To a less good approximation, one can also consider separately the
two types of nuclear motion: vibration and rotation. The energies of these
motions are such that the energy associated with motion of the electrons
(the electronic energy) is always very much greater than the energy con-
tained in vibrational motion which, in turn, is greater than the energy of
rotation. This ordering is very useful when considering molecular struc-
ture but it is important to remember that in molecular spectra a particular
transition can involve changes in more than one type of motion. For exam-
ple, one gets rotational structure on vibrational transitions, and electronic
transitions have vibrational structure and also fine structure due to simul-
taneous changes in rotational motion. The rotational fine structure in elec-
tronic transitions produces many lines close together. This fine structure
can only be resolved at very high resolution which is often not available
for astronomical spectra. If the rotational fine structure is not resolved,
then the result is characteristic molecular band spectra.

9.2 Electronic Structure of Diatomics
Within the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, consider the electronic
state of a diatomic molecule as a function of the separation, R, between
the two atoms. Figure 9.1 shows typical coordinates for a diatomic, AB,
where the atoms have nuclear charges ZA and ZB respectively. For clar-
ity only two electrons are shown explicitly, so this figure can be taken to
represent molecular hydrogen, H2.

When considering the electronic state of the molecule AB as a function
of R, the following considerations come into play:

As R → 0, at very small R the overall interactions are strongly
repulsive. There is repulsion due to nuclear–nuclear interaction

A B

e1 e2

R

r12

rB2

rA1

rB1 rA2

Fig. 9.1. Coordinates for a diatomic molecule, AB, with two electrons.

The first two terms are the kinetic energy operators for the motions of 
nuclei A and B, the third term gives the kinetic energy operator for the 
electrons,  is the potential and  is the total energy of the system.

The potential is given by the various Coulomb interactions within the 
molecule:

(1) attraction of the electrons by nucleus A
(2) attraction of the electrons by nucleus B
(3) electron-electron repulsion
(4) nuclear-nuclear repulsion

Ve E

• Born-Oppenheimer approximation: One can write the wave function as a product of electronic and nuclear 
wave functions.

For a diatomic molecule with N electrons,

Ve = �
NX

i=1

ZAe2

rAi
�

NX

i=1

ZBe2

rBi
+

NX

i=2

i�1X

j=1

e2

rij
+

ZAZBe2

R
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Then the equation becomes

• In this case the electronic wavefunction satisfies the following equation:

This equation is solved separately for each value of the internuclear separation R.

Then, the resulting eigenvalue Ee is the electronic energy at R and gives the electronic potential  
upon which the nuclei move.

The equation for the wavefunction of nuclei is obtained to be

Here,  (the eigenvalue) is the total energy of the system.

V(R) = Ee

E

✓
� ~2
2MA

r2
A � ~2

2MB
r2

B + V (R)� E

◆
 n(RA,RB) = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="3l6EqQ60kKphaRuFUWKLopDWCSQ=">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</latexit>

where V (R) ⌘ Ee.
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• The Schrödinger equation for the nuclei:

The equation deals with three types of motions of the nuclei: (1) translation of the whole system, 
(2) vibrations, and (3) rotations. The motions can be separated into the translational motion of the 
center-of-mass of the system plus the internal motion of one body in a ‘central’ potential, which 
depends on the distance between the particles. The effective mass of this one-body problem is the 
reduced mass:

The Schrödinger equation for nuclear motion, neglecting the translational motion, becomes:

where . R is the internuclear separation,  is the orientation of the molecular 
axis relative to the laboratory z-axis.

The vibrational and rotational motion cannot be separated rigorously. However, as a good first 
approximation, the vibration and rotational motion may be separated.

R = (R, θ, ϕ) (θ, ϕ)

µ =
MAMB

MA +MB
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Then, we obtain two equations for the rotational motion and vibrational motion:

(1) The solution of the angular equation is: 

(2) The potential V(R) is not a simple function and thus the radial equation has no general 
algebraic solution. But, we can approximate V(R)  about its minimum by a parabola:

⇢
� ~2
2µR2


1

sin ✓

@

@✓

✓
sin ✓

@

@✓

◆
+

1

sin2 ✓

@2

@�2

�
� Er

�
 rot(✓,�) = 0
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the angular part of the Laplacian operator r2
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radial equation:
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Setting the zero of energy at the minimum potential,   , the radial equation becomes

This is the QM equation for the harmonic oscillator with the spring constant k.  The energy levels 
of this equation are:

V0 = V(Re) = 0
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2 � Ev

�
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• Heteronuclear diatomic molecules (e.g., HD, OH, or CO): The notation of the electronic structure of 
a diatomic molecule is similar to the spectroscopic notation for atomic structure under LS coupling. 
Each electronic state is designated by the term symbol.

• The uppercase Greek letters are used to denote the total “orbital” angular momentum.

• If the term symbol    is  (Lz = 0), then additional superscript    is applied. Λ Σ ±

Nearly all 𝚺 states are  + state  .
One exception is O2, of which the 
lowest electronic state is           .

⌃+
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[Labelling of Electronic States of Diatomic Molecules]

ENERGY LEVELS OF MOLECULES 39

by the electrons, resulting in “hyperfine splitting”: the energy will depend on the
orientation of the nuclear angular momentum (or angular momenta) relative to the
axis. As in atoms, this splitting is small, of order ∼ 10−6 eV.

5.1.3 Designation of Energy Levels: Term Symbols

Diatomic molecules with identical nuclei (e.g., H2, N2, O2) are referred to as
homonuclear. Note that the nuclei must be truly identical – HD and 16O17O are
not homonuclear molecules. The energy levels of homonuclear diatomic molecules
are designated by term symbols

(2Σ+1)Lu,g ,
where

L = Σ, Π, ∆, ... for Λ = 0, 1, 2, ..., where Λh̄ = projection of the electron
orbital angular momentum onto the internuclear axis,

Σh̄ = projection of the electron spin angular momentum onto the internuclear
axis.

u, g =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

g (“gerade”) if symmetric under reflection through the
center of mass,

u (“ungerade”) if antisymmetric under reflection through the
center of mass.

For the special case of Σ states, a superscript + or – is added to the term symbol:

(2Σ+1)Σ±
u,g ,

where the superscript

± =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

+ if symmetric under reflection through (all) planes
containing the nuclei,

− if antisymmetric under reflection through a plane
containing the nuclei.

In the case of a heteronuclear diatomic molecule (e.g., HD, OH, or CO), the
energy levels are designated

(2Σ+1)LJe,z

where L and Σ have the same meaning as for homonuclear diatomic molecules,
but now Je,z is indicated as a subscript. As for homonuclear molecules, if the term
symbol is Σ, then an additional superscript ± is applied, specifying the symmetry
of the wave function under reflection through planes containing the nuclei.

Because a given molecule may have more than one electronic state with the same
term symbol, the electronic states are distinguished by a letter X, A, B, ..., a, b, ...

2S+1⇤⌦
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3⌃�
g
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• Homonuclear diatomic molecule: Diatomic molecules with identical nuclei (H2, N2, O2, C2) are 
referred to as homonuclear. The energy levels of homonuclear diatomic molecules are designated 
by

For the special case of 𝛴 state, a superscript + or - is added.

• The electronic states of diatomic molecules are also labelled with one of the following letters, 
appearing in front of the term symbol.

X                labels the ground electronic state
A, B, C, … label states of same spin multiplicity as the ground state
a, b, c, …    label states of different spin multiplicity to the ground state

⇒ even

⇒ odd

(게하드)

(운게하드)

ENERGY LEVELS OF MOLECULES 39

by the electrons, resulting in “hyperfine splitting”: the energy will depend on the
orientation of the nuclear angular momentum (or angular momenta) relative to the
axis. As in atoms, this splitting is small, of order ∼ 10−6 eV.

5.1.3 Designation of Energy Levels: Term Symbols

Diatomic molecules with identical nuclei (e.g., H2, N2, O2) are referred to as
homonuclear. Note that the nuclei must be truly identical – HD and 16O17O are
not homonuclear molecules. The energy levels of homonuclear diatomic molecules
are designated by term symbols

(2Σ+1)Lu,g ,
where

L = Σ, Π, ∆, ... for Λ = 0, 1, 2, ..., where Λh̄ = projection of the electron
orbital angular momentum onto the internuclear axis,

Σh̄ = projection of the electron spin angular momentum onto the internuclear
axis.

u, g =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

g (“gerade”) if symmetric under reflection through the
center of mass,

u (“ungerade”) if antisymmetric under reflection through the
center of mass.

For the special case of Σ states, a superscript + or – is added to the term symbol:

(2Σ+1)Σ±
u,g ,

where the superscript

± =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

+ if symmetric under reflection through (all) planes
containing the nuclei,

− if antisymmetric under reflection through a plane
containing the nuclei.

In the case of a heteronuclear diatomic molecule (e.g., HD, OH, or CO), the
energy levels are designated

(2Σ+1)LJe,z

where L and Σ have the same meaning as for homonuclear diatomic molecules,
but now Je,z is indicated as a subscript. As for homonuclear molecules, if the term
symbol is Σ, then an additional superscript ± is applied, specifying the symmetry
of the wave function under reflection through planes containing the nuclei.

Because a given molecule may have more than one electronic state with the same
term symbol, the electronic states are distinguished by a letter X, A, B, ..., a, b, ...

2S+1⌃±
u,g
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• Examples:

• For most (stable) diatomic, the electronic ground state is a closed shell, meaning that it is .

- Examples include H2, N2 and most other homonuclear diatomics. The exception is O2 which has a  
ground state. (Each O has 4 valence electrons, and thus S = 1) 

- CO and many other heteronuclear diatomics with an even number of electrons also have  ground 
states. ( )

- Diatomics with an odd number of electrons usually have S = 1/2. For example,       ,          , and         all 
have        ground state.

- CH, OH and NO all have  and thus their ground states are       . These molecules have extra lines 
in their spectra due to a process called -doubling. (In this case, it is necessary to consider the coupling 
of the rotational motion to the spin and/or orbital angular momenta.)

1⌃
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<latexit sha1_base64="mKI6aMl/WyTCbIV+1gN/mJ7V+0g=">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</latexit>

1s22s22p2 + 1s22s22p4

Λ = 1
⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="dmb9eWgHqUNq0sSmKieHgSFusBA=">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</latexit>

H
+
2

<latexit sha1_base64="Y9Ykcc7WoHYWKOB8qG1NDQ9iW3o=">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</latexit>

CH
+

<latexit sha1_base64="jTqQHs6PHh6iITFjHN6Mkbiv1hc=">AAADGHicdZJLbxMxEMed5VWWVwtHLhZRJSRQtNtGor1VCkI9EFEEaSu6oXid2dTUj5XtTRVZ/hackOCzcENcufFNOOJNItTmMbKsv2Z+Y/09mrzkzNgk+dOIrl2/cfPW2u34zt179x+sbzw8NKrSFHpUcaWPc2KAMwk9yyyH41IDETmHo/y8U9ePRqANU/K9HZfQF2QoWcEosSH1wWVa4M6+//jsdL2ZtJJJ4EWRzkQTzeLgdKPxNxsoWgmQlnJizEmalLbviLaMcvDxZlYZKAk9J0NwpPxcKGmNjy9lT4KURIDpu8lPPN4MmQEulMY1jSfZ+Mo7wpixyAMpiD0z87U6+by+rFLcLKUokRT4nA9b7PQdk2VlQdKpjaLi2CpcDw0PmAZq+TgIQjULH8T0jGhCbRhtnL2EMAAN74IxxV8F467T5WDrondvuq+9o0J4Fw6z/j/eDdamLS6TlXdZ7VXpgb/cvbVdD3KxY7SC/zRazl+s4i+W88NV/NDHcdiVdH4zFsXhVittt3bftpt77dnWrKHH6Al6ilL0Au2hfXSAeogiib6gb+h79DX6Ef2Mfk3RqDHreYSuRPT7H55uBlk=</latexit>

CN

<latexit sha1_base64="O7sTdm085VP4kvYUD/7sVdVCfH4=">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</latexit>

2⌃

<latexit sha1_base64="0MwL2xCCsCepJFGgBi8PuF/EvN0=">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</latexit>

2⇧

<latexit sha1_base64="0aEkA9lPAwEEuE+pHvykNZcmAus=">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</latexit>

Letter designations for projected total orbital angular momentum.
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by the electrons, resulting in “hyperfine splitting”: the energy will depend on the
orientation of the nuclear angular momentum (or angular momenta) relative to the
axis. As in atoms, this splitting is small, of order ∼ 10−6 eV.

5.1.3 Designation of Energy Levels: Term Symbols

Diatomic molecules with identical nuclei (e.g., H2, N2, O2) are referred to as
homonuclear. Note that the nuclei must be truly identical – HD and 16O17O are
not homonuclear molecules. The energy levels of homonuclear diatomic molecules
are designated by term symbols

(2Σ+1)Lu,g ,
where

L = Σ, Π, ∆, ... for Λ = 0, 1, 2, ..., where Λh̄ = projection of the electron
orbital angular momentum onto the internuclear axis,

Σh̄ = projection of the electron spin angular momentum onto the internuclear
axis.

u, g =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

g (“gerade”) if symmetric under reflection through the
center of mass,

u (“ungerade”) if antisymmetric under reflection through the
center of mass.

For the special case of Σ states, a superscript + or – is added to the term symbol:

(2Σ+1)Σ±
u,g ,

where the superscript

± =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

+ if symmetric under reflection through (all) planes
containing the nuclei,

− if antisymmetric under reflection through a plane
containing the nuclei.

In the case of a heteronuclear diatomic molecule (e.g., HD, OH, or CO), the
energy levels are designated

(2Σ+1)LJe,z

where L and Σ have the same meaning as for homonuclear diatomic molecules,
but now Je,z is indicated as a subscript. As for homonuclear molecules, if the term
symbol is Σ, then an additional superscript ± is applied, specifying the symmetry
of the wave function under reflection through planes containing the nuclei.

Because a given molecule may have more than one electronic state with the same
term symbol, the electronic states are distinguished by a letter X, A, B, ..., a, b, ...
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be considered. Of course, all diatomic molecules are linear molecules and
only two separate symmetry cases need to be considered:

Homonuclear diatomics, where both atoms are the same, e.g. H2, N2, O2.

Heteronuclear diatomics, where the atoms are different, e.g. CO, HF, CH.

As the electron spin is usually not strongly coupled to the frame of the
molecule, the treatment of spin follows very much the same principles as
in the atomic case. Each electron has its individual spin angular momen-
tum, si. These can be summed to give a total spin angular momentum,
S, again remembering that paired electrons in closed shells make zero
contribution to this sum. The electronic states of molecules are designated
by their spin multiplicity, 2S + 1, which is given as a leading superscript,
exactly as in the atomic case.

In an atom the treatment of the individual orbital angular momenta,
li, follows along similar lines to the treatment of spin. However molecules
are not spherical and the orbital angular momentum of the individual
electrons is no longer a conserved quantity. For diatomic molecules, the
total orbital angular momentum L is strongly coupled to the nuclear axis.
It is therefore necessary to consider the components of L, designated Λ,
along the diatomic nuclear axis which, by convention, is taken to define
the z-axis of the system. What this means is that while the value of the
total orbital angular momentum in a diatomic molecule can change, its
projection onto the diatomic axis is conserved. As the projection of L onto
z-axis can be either positive or negative, states with Λ ̸= 0 are
twofold degenerate while Σ states, which have Λ = 0, are singly
degenerate.

Electronic states are labelled by their value of Λ rather than L. Values
of Λ are denoted using the Greek letter equivalent of the Latin letter
used to denote L (see Table 9.1), thus Σ, Π, ∆ are equivalent to the atomic

Table 9.1. Letter designations for projected
total orbital angular momentum quantum
number, Λ.

Λ = 0 1 2 3 4 . . .
Orbitals σ π δ φ γ . . .
States Σ Π ∆ Φ Γ . . .
Degeneracy 1 2 2 2 2 . . .
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S 
P 
D 
F  
G 

→ Σ
→ Π
→ Δ
→ Φ
→ Γ



[Energy levels of Molecular Hydrogen]
• The short horizontal lines in each of the bound 

states indicate the vibrational levels.

• The transition from the ground state               to 
the excited states                               are called 
Lyman and Werner bands.

X1⌃+
g

<latexit sha1_base64="2O+DOKbQ9bZbH63NFL2ewpnAec8=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBosgCCWpBV0W3LisaB/QpmEynbRDZyZhZqKUmE9x40IRt36JO//GaZuFth64cDjnXu69J4gZVdpxvq3C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/YJcP2ypKJCYtHLFIdgOkCKOCtDTVjHRjSRAPGOkEk+uZ33kgUtFI3OtpTDyORoKGFCNtJN8ud9OBm/Xv6IgjfzRIzzPfrjhVZw64StycVECOpm9/9YcRTjgRGjOkVM91Yu2lSGqKGclK/USRGOEJGpGeoQJxorx0fnoGT40yhGEkTQkN5+rviRRxpaY8MJ0c6bFa9mbif14v0eGVl1IRJ5oIvFgUJgzqCM5ygEMqCdZsagjCkppbIR4jibA2aZVMCO7yy6ukXau6F9Xabb3SqOdxFMExOAFnwAWXoAFuQBO0AAaP4Bm8gjfryXqx3q2PRWvBymeOwB9Ynz/u1JO+</latexit>

B1⌃+
u and C1⇧u

<latexit sha1_base64="FmfwcWeZtw9KjZKBOo2Q9InYo3Y=">AAACEHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWERBKEkt6LLYjcuK9gF9hMl02g6dTMLMjVhC+gdu/BU3LhRx69Kdf+M07UJbD1w4nHMv997jhZwpsO1vY2l5ZXVtPbOR3dza3tk19/ZrKogkoVUS8EA2PKwoZ4JWgQGnjVBS7Huc1r1heeLX76lULBB3MApp28d9wXqMYNCSa55cxR0nad2yvo/dqBOfJeMW0AeIsegm43JqVpgbuWbOztsprEXizEgOzVBxza9WNyCRTwUQjpVqOnYI7RhLYITTJNuKFA0xGeI+bWoqsE9VO04fSqxjrXStXiB1CbBS9fdEjH2lRr6nO30MAzXvTcT/vGYEvct2zEQYARVkuqgXcQsCa5KO1WWSEuAjTTCRTN9qkQGWmIDOMKtDcOZfXiS1Qt45zxduirlScRZHBh2iI3SKHHSBSugaVVAVEfSIntErejOejBfj3fiYti4Zs5kD9AfG5w+gfZ2N</latexit>

Werner band:  at 
Lyman band:  at 

C1Πu − X1Σ+
g λ ≈ 970 − 1650Å

B1Σ+
u − X1Σ+

g λ ≈ 930 − 1240Å

C1⇧u
<latexit sha1_base64="kA+W0gl3A2x26GW3O6zlyO9G4bU=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5SkCnos9OKxgq2FNpbNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/DiwdFvPprvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHbROnmvEWi2WsOwE1XArFWyhQ8k6iOY0CyR+CcWPmPzxxbUSs7nGScD+iQyVCwShaqdsg2aPXa4ppP+2XK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR7Je/eoOYpRFXyCQ1puu5CfoZ1SiY5NNSLzU8oWxMh7xrqaIRN342P3lKzqwyIGGsbSkkc/X3REYjYyZRYDsjiiOz7M3E/7xuiuGNnwmVpMgVWywKU0kwJrP/yUBozlBOLKFMC3srYSOqKUObUsmG4C2/vEratap3Wa3dXVXqF3kcRTiBUzgHD66hDrfQhBYwiOEZXuHNQefFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9wPn8AeW6QqQ==</latexit>

B1⌃
+
u

<latexit sha1_base64="LTmy1JKmC9KcxBMut41CFJRcdeI=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1KOXxSIISkmqoMeiF48V7Qe0adhsN+3S3STsbgol9J948aCIV/+JN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZ0o7zba2srq1vbBa2its7u3v79sFhQ8WpJLROYh7LVoAV5Syidc00p61EUiwCTpvB8G7qN0dUKhZHT3qcUE/gfsRCRrA2km/btyjrup1H1hd44qfdc98uOWVnBrRM3JyUIEfNt786vZikgkaacKxU23US7WVYakY4nRQ7qaIJJkPcp21DIyyo8rLZ5RN0apQeCmNpKtJopv6eyLBQaiwC0ymwHqhFbyr+57VTHd54GYuSVNOIzBeFKUc6RtMYUI9JSjQfG4KJZOZWRAZYYqJNWEUTgrv48jJpVMruZbnycFWqXuRxFOAYTuAMXLiGKtxDDepAYATP8ApvVma9WO/Wx7x1xcpnjuAPrM8faESSzA==</latexit>

b3⌃
+
u

<latexit sha1_base64="2e3FQXZeq9r9RCBS9a3f1NY07iE=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1KOXxSIISklaQY8FLx4r2g9o07DZbtqlm03Y3RRK6D/x4kERr/4Tb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgoQzpR3n21pb39jc2i7sFHf39g8O7aPjpopTSWiDxDyW7QArypmgDc00p+1EUhwFnLaC0d3Mb42pVCwWT3qSUC/CA8FCRrA2km/bAcp61e4jG0R46qe9S98uOWVnDrRK3JyUIEfdt7+6/ZikERWacKxUx3US7WVYakY4nRa7qaIJJiM8oB1DBY6o8rL55VN0bpQ+CmNpSmg0V39PZDhSahIFpjPCeqiWvZn4n9dJdXjrZUwkqaaCLBaFKUc6RrMYUJ9JSjSfGIKJZOZWRIZYYqJNWEUTgrv88ippVsputVx5uC7VrvI4CnAKZ3ABLtxADe6hDg0gMIZneIU3K7NerHfrY9G6ZuUzJ/AH1ucPncKS7g==</latexit>

X1⌃
+
g

<latexit sha1_base64="AhZaoUfllRwWM+sY9LqRpGj5q1M=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBZBUEpSBT0WvHisaD+gTcNmu2mX7iZhd1Moof/EiwdFvPpPvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLOlHacb6uwtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0f2IdHTRWnktAGiXks2wFWlLOINjTTnLYTSbEIOG0Fo7uZ3xpTqVgcPelJQj2BBxELGcHaSL5tt1HWc7uPbCDw1B/0Lny77FScOdAqcXNShhx13/7q9mOSChppwrFSHddJtJdhqRnhdFrqpoommIzwgHYMjbCgysvml0/RmVH6KIylqUijufp7IsNCqYkITKfAeqiWvZn4n9dJdXjrZSxKUk0jslgUphzpGM1iQH0mKdF8YggmkplbERliiYk2YZVMCO7yy6ukWa24V5Xqw3W5dpnHUYQTOIVzcOEGanAPdWgAgTE8wyu8WZn1Yr1bH4vWgpXPHMMfWJ8/dZKS1A==</latexit>

H(1s) +H(2l)
<latexit sha1_base64="VB3uWzNbU9XtOB+4+obKGyFJKjw=">AAAB9HicbVBLSgNBEK2Jvxh/o+500xiEBCHMxIUuA26ycJGA+UAyhJ5OJ2nS0zN29wTCkBN4ADcuFHHrJbyBO2/hEex8Fpr4oODxXhVV9fyIM6Ud58tKra1vbG6ltzM7u3v7B/bhUV2FsSS0RkIeyqaPFeVM0JpmmtNmJCkOfE4b/vBm6jdGVCoWijs9jqgX4L5gPUawNpJXzrkqjy5QOVfk+Y6ddQrODGiVuAuSLdnV74/bk4dKx/5sd0MSB1RowrFSLdeJtJdgqRnhdJJpx4pGmAxxn7YMFTigyktmR0/QuVG6qBdKU0Kjmfp7IsGBUuPAN50B1gO17E3F/7xWrHvXXsJEFGsqyHxRL+ZIh2iaAOoySYnmY0MwkczcisgAS0y0ySljQnCXX14l9WLBvSwUqyYNB+ZIwymcQQ5cuIISlKECNSBwD4/wDC/WyHqyXq23eWvKWswcwx9Y7z+3W5MO</latexit>

H(1s) +H(1s)
<latexit sha1_base64="jNry6+sMBbmvLmYkX7LYRshjavI=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9bXqDvdBItQEcpMXeiy4KYLFy3YB7RDyaSZNjSTGZNMoZR+gR/gxoUibv0J/8Cdf+EnmE670NYDl3s4515yc/yYM6Ud58taWV1b39jMbGW3d3b39u2Dw7qKEklojUQ8kk0fK8qZoDXNNKfNWFIc+pw2/MHN1G8MqVQsEnd6FFMvxD3BAkawNpJXzrvqHF2gtHfsnFNwUqBl4s5JrmRXvz9ujx8qHfuz3Y1IElKhCcdKtVwn1t4YS80Ip5NsO1E0xmSAe7RlqMAhVd44PXqCzozSRUEkTQmNUvX3xhiHSo1C30yGWPfVojcV//NaiQ6uvTETcaKpILOHgoQjHaFpAqjLJCWajwzBRDJzKyJ9LDHRJqesCcFd/PIyqRcL7mWhWDVpODBDBk7gFPLgwhWUoAwVqAGBe3iEZ3ixhtaT9Wq9zUZXrPnOEfyB9f4DwHiTFA==</latexit>

4.48 eV
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Fig. 11.2. Potential energy curves for the lowest seven electronic states of molecular 
hydrogen , H2 . The lowest two curves both dissociate to two ground state , ls H atoms ; 
the higher curves dissociate to one H atom in its ls state and the other into either a 2s 
or a 2p excited state. [Reproduced from D .T. Stibbe, PhD thesis , University of London 
(1997).] 

11.2.1. Labelling of electronic states 

Electronic states of atoms are labelled according to the so-called 
spectroscopic notation (see Sec. 4.8). The notation for electronic states of 
molecules follows a similar system but is more complicated because of their 
lower symmetry. In general terms, the labelling scheme used is based on 
the symmetry of the molecule in question. All diatomic molecules are linear 

In principle, states are labelled alphabetically in 
ascending energy order. However, there are many 
exceptions.

The lowest triplet state of H2 is the    with 
the    lying somewhat higher.

b3Σ+
u

a3Σ+
g

D. T. Stibbe, PhD thesis, Univ. of London (1997)
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Table 5.1 Selected Diatomic Moleculesa

Ground B0/hc b B0/k b r0 d µ c ν0/c b

term ( cm−1) (K) (Å) (D) ( cm−1) Λ-doubling
H2

1Σ+
g 59.335f 85.37 0.741 0 4161 –

CH 2Π1/2,3/2 14.190 20.42 1.120g 1.406g 2733. ν ≈ 3.3GHz

CH+ 1Σ+
0 13.931 20.04 1.131 1.679e 2612. –

OH 2Π3/2,1/2 18.550 26.69 0.9697 1.6676 3570. ν ≈ 1.61GHz

CN 2Σ+
1/2 1.8910 2.721 1.1718 0.557i 2042. –

CO 1Σ+
0 1.9225 2.766 1.1283 0.1098 2170. –

SiO 1Σ+
0 0.7242 1.042 1.5097 3.098 1230. –

CS 1Σ+
0 0.8171 1.175 1.5349 2.001h 1272. –

a Data from Huber & Herzberg (1979) unless otherwise noted.
b E(v, J) ≈ hν0(v + 1

2 ) +B0J(J + 1) [see Eq. (5.2)].
c µ = permanent electric dipole moment. g Kalemos et al. (1999).
d r0 = internuclear separation. h Maroulis et al. (2000).
e Folomeg et al. (1987). i Neogrády et al. (2002).
f Jennings et al. (1984).

appearing in front of the term symbol. The letter X is customarily used to designate
the electronic ground state. The ground terms for a number of diatomic molecules
of astrophysical interest are given in Table 5.1, along with the internuclear separa-
tion r0 and the electric dipole moment µ.

5.1.4 O, P, Q, R, and S Transitions

A diatomic molecule can vibrate (stretch) along the internuclear axis, and it can
rotate around an axis perpendicular to the internuclear axis. The rotational angular
momentum adds (vectorially) to the electronic angular momentum.

The rotational levels of diatomic molecules are specified by a single vibrational
quantum number v and rotational quantum number J . Transitions will change J
by either 0, ±1, or ±2. It is customary to identify transitions by specifying the
upper and lower electronic states, upper and lower vibrational states, and one of the
following: O(Jℓ), P (Jℓ), Q(Jℓ), R(Jℓ), S(Jℓ), where the usage is given in Table
5.2. Thus, for example, a transition from the vℓ = 0, Jℓ = 1 level of the ground
electronic state to the vu=5, Ju=2 level of the first electronic excited state would
be written B–X 5–0 R(1).

Table 5.2 Usage of O, P , Q, R, and S

Designation (Ju−Jℓ) Note
O(Jℓ) −2 Electric quadrupole transition
P (Jℓ) −1 Electric dipole transition
Q(Jℓ) 0 Electric dipole or electric quadrupole; Q(0) is forbidden
R(Jℓ) +1 Electric dipole transition
S(Jℓ) +2 Electric quadrupole transition
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The electronic ground state of  (two electrons) has zero electronic 
orbital angular momentum ( ), has zero electron spin ( ), 
is symmetric under reflection through the center of mass (g), and is 
symmetric under reflection through planes containing the nuclei (+). 
The ground state is .

CO has two p electrons contributed by C and four p electrons 
contributed by O; together these six p electrons fill the 2p subshell, 
and as a result, the ground electronic state of CO has zero electronic 
angular momentum and zero electronic spin: , just like .

OH is an example of a molecule with the ground electronic state 
having nonzero electronic orbital angular momentum: with five 
electrons (one s and four p electrons), the OH ground state has 

 and , and is therefore designated by . The 
electron spin and orbital angular momenta can couple to give  = 1/2 
or 3/2, with energies that are separated due to spin-orbit coupling 
(i.e., fine-structure splitting in atoms or ions); the  = 3/2 state has 
the lower energy (inverted case).

H2
Le = 0 Se = 0

X1Σ+
g

1Σ+
0 H2

Lez = 1 Sez = 1/2 2Π1/2,3/2
Je

Je



[Pure rotational & ro-vibrational transitions] 
• Energy Levels

An electronic transition consists of vibrational bands, which in turn are made up of rotational 
transitions.

Here, q denotes an electronic state.

• Pure rotational spectrum: In the lowest vibrational and electronic states, it is possible to have 
transitions solely among the rotational states. Such transitions give rise to a pure rotational 
spectrum.

• Rotational-vibration spectrum: Because the energies required to excite vibrational modes are 
much larger than those required to excite rotation, it is unlikely to have a pure vibrational 
spectrum in analogy to the pure rotational spectrum. The transitions then yield a rotation-
vibrational spectrum, in which both the vibrational state and the rotational state can change 
together.

20
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= moment of inertia of the molecule.
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90 Molecular Regions

wave function can be factored into separate parts. This is known as the
Born–Oppenheimer approximation and it means that the vibrational and
rotational energy levels are almost fully independent of each other,

E(v,J ) = Evib + Erot. (7.5)

There can also be a separate electronic term due to the arrangement of
the electron shells which we will come back to later. Here, we restrict
our attention to vibration and rotation modes that are excited in the cold
and dusty regions where most molecular line observations are made.

The vibrational energies are linearly spaced,

Evib =
(

v + 1
2

)
hωvib, (7.6)

where ωvib is the vibrational constant. Classically, this can be modeled
as a harmonic oscillator with a spring constant relating to the bond
strength. Typical ωvib values for diatomic molecules are several 1013 Hz.
Note that the ground state energy, v = 0, is greater than zero. This is
known as the zero point energy and is a consequence of the uncertainty
principle which implies that the two nuclei can never be completely at
rest with respect to each other.

The rotational energies have a quadratic form,

Erot = hBJ(J + 1), (7.7)

where B is the rotational constant and has units of Hz. Classically, this
can be viewed as a rotating, and therefore accelerating, charge. From
Equation 7.4, B ∼ 1/Ma2

0 so heavier molecules generally rotate slower
and have lower rotational energy levels. Typical B values for abundant
molecules in the ISM are several 1010 Hz. Note that the ground state is at
zero so molecules can stop rotating, although they will still be vibrating.

Fig. 7.2. The rotational and
vibrational energy levels for
carbon monoxide. The left
side shows the vibrational
energy for each level v. The
rotational transitions are
illustrated by the gray
shading at each level. The
rotational energies are about
100 times smaller than the
vibrational and the inset on
the right hand side shows a
zoomed-in region of the
J-ladder.

v = 0

1

2

E = 0.108eV

0.324eV

0.541eV

J = 0

1

2

3

∆E = 0

0.839

2.518

5.036
×10−3eV

CO

The rotational and vibrational energy levels for CO. The left side show the vibrational energy 
for each level . The rotational transitions are illustrated by the gray shading at each level. The 
rotational energies are about 100 times smaller than the vibrational and the inset on the right 
hand side shows a zoomed-in region of the J-ladder.

[J. Williams, Introduction to the interstellar medium]
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[Selection Rules]
• Electric-dipole selection rules for electronic transitions in a diatomic molecule.

• Electric-dipole selection rule for ro-vibrational transitions:

• But, note that H2 has no electric-dipole for rotational transition.

The electric-quadrupole are allowed for   within the ground electronic state.�J = ±2
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�v = any

�J = 0, ± 1 not J = 0 $ 0
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O, P, Q, R, and S transitions

 

• The rotational levels of diatomic molecules are specified by a single vibrational quantum 
number      and rotational quantum number J.

- Transitions will change  J  by either  .

- It is customary to identify transitions by specifying the upper and lower electronic states, 
upper and lower vibrational states, and one of the follows: 

- The usage of the symbols are shown in the following table.

- For instance, a transition from the the                          level of the ground electronic state to 
the                            level of the first electronic excited state would be written to be              
B-X 5-0 R(1)

0, ± 1, ± 2

v
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O(J`), P (J`), Q(J`), R(J`), S(J`)
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O, P, Q, R, S transitions

40 CHAPTER 5

Table 5.1 Selected Diatomic Moleculesa

Ground B0/hc b B0/k b r0 d µ c ν0/c b

term ( cm−1) (K) (Å) (D) ( cm−1) Λ-doubling
H2

1Σ+
g 59.335f 85.37 0.741 0 4161 –

CH 2Π1/2,3/2 14.190 20.42 1.120g 1.406g 2733. ν ≈ 3.3GHz

CH+ 1Σ+
0 13.931 20.04 1.131 1.679e 2612. –

OH 2Π3/2,1/2 18.550 26.69 0.9697 1.6676 3570. ν ≈ 1.61GHz

CN 2Σ+
1/2 1.8910 2.721 1.1718 0.557i 2042. –

CO 1Σ+
0 1.9225 2.766 1.1283 0.1098 2170. –

SiO 1Σ+
0 0.7242 1.042 1.5097 3.098 1230. –

CS 1Σ+
0 0.8171 1.175 1.5349 2.001h 1272. –

a Data from Huber & Herzberg (1979) unless otherwise noted.
b E(v, J) ≈ hν0(v + 1

2 ) +B0J(J + 1) [see Eq. (5.2)].
c µ = permanent electric dipole moment. g Kalemos et al. (1999).
d r0 = internuclear separation. h Maroulis et al. (2000).
e Folomeg et al. (1987). i Neogrády et al. (2002).
f Jennings et al. (1984).

appearing in front of the term symbol. The letter X is customarily used to designate
the electronic ground state. The ground terms for a number of diatomic molecules
of astrophysical interest are given in Table 5.1, along with the internuclear separa-
tion r0 and the electric dipole moment µ.

5.1.4 O, P, Q, R, and S Transitions

A diatomic molecule can vibrate (stretch) along the internuclear axis, and it can
rotate around an axis perpendicular to the internuclear axis. The rotational angular
momentum adds (vectorially) to the electronic angular momentum.

The rotational levels of diatomic molecules are specified by a single vibrational
quantum number v and rotational quantum number J . Transitions will change J
by either 0, ±1, or ±2. It is customary to identify transitions by specifying the
upper and lower electronic states, upper and lower vibrational states, and one of the
following: O(Jℓ), P (Jℓ), Q(Jℓ), R(Jℓ), S(Jℓ), where the usage is given in Table
5.2. Thus, for example, a transition from the vℓ = 0, Jℓ = 1 level of the ground
electronic state to the vu=5, Ju=2 level of the first electronic excited state would
be written B–X 5–0 R(1).

Table 5.2 Usage of O, P , Q, R, and S

Designation (Ju−Jℓ) Note
O(Jℓ) −2 Electric quadrupole transition
P (Jℓ) −1 Electric dipole transition
Q(Jℓ) 0 Electric dipole or electric quadrupole; Q(0) is forbidden
R(Jℓ) +1 Electric dipole transition
S(Jℓ) +2 Electric quadrupole transition

O, P, Q, R and S Transitions

 

v` = 0, J` = 1
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7.2 Rotational and Vibrational Lines 91

Fig. 7.3. Model spectrum of
ro-vibrational lines for CO
v = 1−0, illustrating the two
branches corresponding to a
positive or negative change
in J and a central gap at
!J = 0.

Figure 7.2 plots the energy levels for carbon monoxide, 12C16O
(hereafter CO). This is the most frequently observed molecule in the
ISM. Each vibrational level has its own rotational ladder and transitions
are from (v,J ) → (v′,J ′). Certain transitions are much more likely
than others due to the similarity between the wavefront solutions for the
start and end states. Such selection rules show that neighboring pairs
are preferred, !v = ±1,!J = ±1. This is a more stringent criterion
for the latter case, i.e., vibrational transitions can occur between more
widely spaced levels but this is very rare for rotations.

A change in vibrational state can be accompanied by a change
in many pairs of rotational states. This produces a multi-lined
ro-vibrational spectrum, and a simple model for CO v = 1−0
is shown in Figure 7.3. The symmetry comes from the sign of the
!J = ±1 jump and produces two branches in the spectrum. The R
branch corresponds to a higher energy jump, J → J − 1, and lies at
shorter wavelengths. The P branch is a smaller jump, J → J +1, and is
at longer wavelengths. The envelope shape arises from the population
level distribution that is small at low levels due to the degeneracy,
gJ = 2J + 1, and at high levels due to the Boltzmann exponential,
eE/kTex . The difference between the relative intensity of the P and R
branches is due to different values in the Einstein A coefficient. This
emission spectrum shown here requires gas at several thousand kelvin
for collisions to excite the vibrational levels. Alternatively an absorption
spectrum can be detected in colder gas against a bright mid-infrared
source, such as an embedded protostar.

The extra bonds and degrees of freedom in molecules with three
or more atoms allow many more transitions. This requires additional
quantum numbers to describe the vibrational modes and axes of rotation,
and different selection effects. Possibilities include a Q-branch with

Model spectrum of ro-vibrational lines 
for CO , illustrating the two 
branches corresponding to a positive or 
negative change in J and a central gap at 

.

The R branch corresponds to a higher 
energy jump, , and lies at 
shorter wavelengths. The P branch is a 
smaller energy jump, , and is at 
longer wavelengths.

The envelope shape arises from the 
population level distribution that is small 
at low levels due to the degeneracy,  

, and at high levels due to the 
Boltzmann exponential, . The 
difference between the relative intensity 
of the P and R branches is due to different 
value of the Einstein A coefficient.

ν = 1 − 0

ΔJ = 0

J → J − 1

J → J + 1

gJ = 2J + 1
e−E/kTex
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• Hyperfine splitting: If one or more nuclei have nonzero nuclear spin and  , then there will be 
an interaction between the nuclear magnetic moment and the magnetic field generated by the 
electrons, resulting in “hyperfine splitting.” The energy will depend on the orientation of the nuclear 
angular momentum relative to the axis.

• Ortho-H2 and Para-H2

In the case of H2, the electronic wave function is required to be antisymmetric under exchange of the 
two electrons.

The two protons, just like electrons, are identical fermions, and therefore, the Pauli exclusion 
principle antisymmetry requirement also applies to exchange of the two protons. The protons are 
spin 1/2 particles - the two protons together can have total spin 1 (parallel) or total spin 0 
(antiparallel).

The consequence of the antisymmetry requirement is that

Because the nuclear spins are only weakly coupled to the electromagnetic field, ortho-H2 and para-
H2 behave as almost distinct species.

Jez 6= 0
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[Hyperfine Splitting & Ortho-H2 and Para-H2]

If the protons have spin 0, the rotational quantum number J must be even.  ⇒  para-H2 (even J)
(an antisymmetric nuclear spin wave function (I = 0) and a symmetric spatial wave function 
involving  even values of the rotational quantum number J)

If the protons have spin 1, the rotational quantum number J must be odd.    ⇒  ortho-H2 (odd J)
(a symmetric nuclear spin wave function (I = 1) and an antisymmetric spatial wave function 
involving odd values of the rotational quantum number J)
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H2 has no permanent electric dipole moment.
- The vibrational states and the rotational states radiate very weakly, via the time-variation of the electric 

quadrupole moment and the molecule vibrates or rotates.

- Because the nuclear spin state does not change, the ro-vibrational radiative transitions of H2 must have

The vibration-rotation emission spectrum of H2 therefore consists of electric quadrupole transitions.  
Therefore, the H2 emission lines are faint and hard to detect. The downward transitions are identified by

For example, 1-0 S(1) refers to the transition                                                               .

- Spin-exchange collisions with H0 or H+, and a process in which H2 is captured on a grain surface, can 
cause an ortho-para conversion.

- The statistical weight of an ortho-H2 rotational level J is 3(2J+1).  [because Snucleus = 1]

For a para-H2 it is (2J+1). [because Snucleus = 0]

�J = 0 or �J = ±2, i.e., ortho ! ortho or para ! para
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Because H2 has no permanent electric dipole moment, the vibrational states
and the rotational states radiate very weakly, via the time-variation of the elec-
tric quadrupole moment as the molecule vibrates or rotates. Because the nuclear
spin state does not change, the rovibrational radiative transitions of H2 must have
∆J = 0 or ∆J = ±2 – i.e., ortho→ortho or para→para.

The vibration–rotation emission spectrum of H2 therefore consists of electric
quadrupole transitions. The downward transitions are identified by

vu−vℓ S(Jℓ) if Jℓ = Ju−2 ,

vu−vℓ Q(Jℓ) if Jℓ = Ju ,

vu−vℓ O(Jℓ) if Jℓ = Ju+2 .

For example, 1–0 S(1) refers to the transition (v=1, J=3) → (v=0, J=1). This
transition is indicated in Fig. 5.2.

5.1.7 CO

CO has 2 p electrons contributed by C and 4 p electrons contributed by O; together,
these 6 p electrons fill the 2p subshell, and as a result, the ground electronic state
of CO has zero electronic angular momentum and zero electronic spin: 1Σ+

0 , just
like H2. The reduced mass of CO is (12×16/28) amu ≈ 6.9 amu. The C=O
chemical bond is extremely strong; r0 is unusually small, the spring constant k
is unusually large, and the electric dipole moment (only µ = 0.110D) is unusu-
ally small. The fundamental vibrational frequency corresponds to a wavelength
λ0 = c/ν0 ≈ 4.6µm. (The energy is ∼ 50% of the energy in the H2 funda-
mental frequency.) The fundamental rotational frequency 2B0/h = 115GHz, and
h̄2/Ik ≈ 5.5K (versus 170K for H2). Because the moment of inertia of CO is
much larger than that of H2, the rotational levels of CO are much more closely
spaced than those of H2, and therefore there are many more allowed rotation–
vibration levels.

If µ is the permanent electric dipole moment, the Einstein A coefficient for a
rotational transition J → J−1, radiating a photon with energy h̄ω, is given by

AJ→J−1 =
2

3

ω3

h̄c3
µ2 2J

2J + 1
(5.4)

=
128π3

3h̄

(
B0

hc

)3

µ2 J4

J + 1
2

s−1 (5.5)

=1.07× 10−7 J4

J + 1
2

s−1 (5.6)

=7.16× 10−8 s−1 for J = 1 → 0 . (5.7)

the next Figure.

(v = 1, J = 3) ! (v = 0, J = 1)
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(not J = 0 $ J = 0)
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Ortho/Para Ratios
- The ortho state of a molecule is defined as having the larger statistical spin weights and para 

as having the smaller weight. 

- Since the typical energy separation between the ortho and para states of a molecule is 
comparable to the gas and dust temperature in the ISM and much smaller than the energy 
released in formation reactions, it is expected that the abundance ratio between the two states 
will reflect the equilibrium values at high temperatures, that is, the ratio of their statistical 
weight. 

‣ Since , the usual ortho to para ratio is (2×1+1)/(2×0+1) = 3 for spin 1/2 systems such as 
H2. 

- If a molecule cannot be converted from ortho to para (or vice versa) by radiative or collisional 
processes, the two states can effectively be considered as two separate molecules. In this case, 
the ortho to para ratio at the time of molecule formation will be preserved.

g = 2I + 1
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is in: the excited electronic states will have different values of ω0 and Bv than the
ground state.

Each electronic state q therefore supports a vibration–rotation spectrum of en-
ergy levels, with energies Eq(v, J). In Figure 5.2, we show the vibration–rotation
levels of the ground electronic state of H2.

5.1.6 Ortho-H2 and Para-H2

In the case of H2, the electronic wave function is required to be antisymmetric under
exchange of the two electrons. The two protons, just like the electrons, are identical
fermions, and therefore the Pauli exclusion principle antisymmetry requirement
also applies to exchange of the two protons. The protons are spin 1/2 particles –
the two protons together can have total spin 1 (spins parallel) or total spin 0 (spins
antiparallel). Without going into the quantum mechanics, the consequence of the
antisymmetry requirement is that if the protons have spin 0, the rotational quantum
number J must be even; this is referred to as para-H2, with J =0, 2, 4, .... If the
two protons are parallel, with total spin 1, the rotational quantum number J must
be odd: this is referred to as ortho-H2, with J = 1, 3, 5, .... Because the nuclear
spins are only weakly coupled to the electromagnetic field, ortho-H2 and para-H2

behave as almost distinct species, with conversion of ortho to para, or para to ortho,
happening only very slowly.

Figure 5.2 Vibration–rotation energy levels of the ground electronic state of H2 with
J ≤ 29. The (v, J)=(1, 3) level and 1–0S(1) λ = 2.1218µm transition are indicated.
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Interstellar Molecules
• Interstellar Molecules 

- Interstellar molecules were first 
discovered in the late 1930s through 
the identification of optical lines 
seen in absorption against 
background starlight with electronic 
transitions of molecules. 

- The molecules first detected were 
CN (  at 3876.84Å), 
CH (  at 4300.30Å) and 
CH+ ( at 4232.54Å) 

- Over 200 interstellar molecules 
have been detected.

B2⌃+ �X2⌃+
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190 Interstellar Molecules 

Table7.1 
Interstellar molecules listed by number of atoms 

Four Five Six Seven Eight 
Diatomic Triatomic atoms atoms atoms atoms atoms 

H2 C3 c-C3H Cs C5H C6H CH3C3N 

AlF C2H l-C3H C4H l-H2C4 CH2CHCN HCOOCH3 

AICl C2O C3N C4Si C2~ CH3C2H CH3COOH(?) 

C2 C2S C3O l-C3H2 CH3CN HC5N C7H 

CH CH2 C3S c-C3H2 CH3NC HCOCH3 H2C6 
CH+ HCN C2H2 CH2CN CH3OH NH2CH3 CH2OHCHO 

CN HCO CH2D+(?) c~ CH3SH c-C2~O CH2CHCHO 

co Hco+ HCCN HC3N HC3NH+ CH2CHOH 

co+ Hes+ HCNH+ HC2NC HC2CHO 

CP Hoc+ HNCO HCOOH NH2CHO 

CSi H2O HNCS H2CHN C5N 
HCl H2S Hoco+ H2C2O HC4N 

KCl HNC H2CO H2NCN 

NH HNO H2CN HNC3 
NO MgCN H2CS Si~ 
NS MgNC H3O+ HzCOH+ 

NaCl N2H+ NH3 
OH N2O SiC3 
PN NaCN C4 Nine Ten Eleven Twelve Thirteen 
so ocs atoms atoms atoms atoms atoms 
so+ SO2 CH3C4H CH3C5N(?) HC9N CH30C2H5 HC11N 

SiN c-SiC2 CH3CH2CN (CH3)zCO 

SiO CO2 (CH3)zO NH2CH2COOH 

SiS NH2 CH3CH2OH CH3CH2CHO 

cs Ht HC7N 
HF SiCN CgH 

SH AINC 

FeO(?) SiNC 

Table from A. Wootten (www.cv.nrao.edu/~awootten/allmols.html). [Table 7.1, Kowk]



• Given the ubiquity of hydrogen in the ISM, and the inability of helium to form chemical 
bonds, we expect molecular gas in the ISM to consist primarily of H2. 
- A hydrogen molecule, with the dissociation energy D0 = 4.52 eV, is not very tightly bound. An 

UV photon can photo dissociate it. 

- In a gas with temperature  , collisions with other gas particles can 
collisionally dissociate it. Thus, we expect molecular hydrogen to survive for long periods of 
time only in cold regions of the ISM that are shielded from UV radiation. 

- Hydrogen has the lowest, reduced mass of any molecule, , hence, hydrogen 
molecules have a particularly high fundamental frequency of vibration compared to other 
diatomic molecules.

T > D0/k ∼ 50,000 K

μ = mH/2
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Table 7.1: Properties of some diatomic molecules 

Molecule Do ro Bo hw0 J,to 
[eV] A [meV] [eV] [debye] 

H2 4.52 0.74 7.36 0.516 0.000 
co 11.1 1.13 0.24 0.269 0.110 
CH 3.51 1.12 1.76 0.339 1.406 
OH 4.39 0.97 2.30 0.443 1.668 
CN 7.57 1.17 0.23 0.253 0.557 

we expect molecular hydrogen to survive for long periods of time only in cold 
regions of the ISM that are shielded from UV radiation. 

In a diatomic molecule, two atoms, of mass m 1 and m 2, have a distance r 
between their nuclei. The potential energy V(r) between the two atomic nuclei 
has a minimum at some separation r0 • A sketch of the potential V(r) for the 
hydrogen molecule is given in Figure 7.1. In the molecule's ground state, the 
distance r 0 is typically ~ 1 A; more accurate values are given in Table 7.1 for 
astrophysically interesting molecules. In the neighborhood of r0, the potential 
V(r) can be approximated as a parabola: 

V(r) V(r0 ) + ½k(r-r 0 ) 2 , (7.1) 

which is the equation for a harmonic oscillator with spring constant k. Thus, a 
classical cartoon version of a diatomic molecule would consist of two spherical 
masses connected by a spring. The fundamental frequency of the spring's 
vibration is w 0 = (k!mr) 112 , where 

m1m2 mr=---
m1 +m2 

(7.2) 

is the reduced mass of the molecule. Typical values of hw0 for diatomic molecules 
are hw0 ~ 0.3 eV; more accurate values are given in Table 7.1 for astrophysically 
interesting molecules. The reduced mass of H2 is mr = mH/ 2, the lowest of 
any molecule. Thus, hydrogen molecules have a particularly high fundamen-
tal frequency of vibration compared to other diatomic molecules. Quantum 
mechanically, the vibrational energy of a diatomic molecule must be 

Evib = hw 0 (v + 1 /2), (7.3) 

Properties of some diatomic molecules [Table 7.1, Ryden]

D0 = dissociation energy

r0 = speration

B0 ⌘ ~2
2I

!0 =
p

k/µ fundamental frequency of vibration
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µ0 = permanent dipole moment

1 debye = 10�18 statC cm
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CO
• For any molecule to undergo a pure rotation transition, it must have a permanent dipole moment, 

. This means that for any molecule to have a dipole-allowed rotational spectrum it must have an 
asymmetric charge distribution which gives rise to a permanent dipole moment.

Heteronuclear diatomics poses a permanent dipole moment but homonuclears, such as , do not.

• CO

Carbon monoxide, CO, is a particularly important species for astronomical observations. CO is 
the most stable diatomic molecule.

It has a dissociation energy  of 11.1 eV, which is more than double the  value found for most 
other diatomic molecules. As a result, in astronomical environments where molecules form, C 
and O usually combine to form CO, which is very stable and long-lived.

The wavelengths of the first few rotational transitions are 1-0 at  = 2.60 mm, 2-1 at 1.30 mm, 
and 3-2 at 0.87mm.

The J = 1-0 transition of CO is the second most important spectral line in radio astronomy after 
the hydrogen 21 cm line.

μ

H2

D0 D0

λ
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CO is widely distributed in the interstellar medium and maps of the CO J = 1-0 transition are a 
standard tool for investigating the ISM.

One reason for this is that cold  is very difficult to observe directly because its pure 
rotational transitions are not only very weak but lie in the near-infrared where ground-
based observations are not possible. The abundance of CO is therefore often used to estimate 
the total amount of molecular gas present in a given environment. It is generally assumed that the 
number density of CO is approximately  of that of .

If, as often happens, the CO 1-0 line is optically thick, one can use higher transitions such as the 
CO 2-1 line instead. Another option to avoid the effects of optical thickness is to observe an 
isotopologue , which is present with much lower densities and whose transitions are 
therefore much less optically thick.

An isotopologue is a molecule that consists of at least one less abundant isotope of its constituent 
elements. They have the same transitions at nearby frequencies with similar decay and excitation 
rates. The main difference is in their abundance and observations of the rarer species help 
diagnose conditions in dense regions where lines from the primary species are optically thick.

H2

10−4 H2

13CO
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Vibrations in Polyatomic Molecules
34

208 Astronomical Spectroscopy {Third Edition) 

A judicious choice of molecular coordinates renders this model separable 
into soluble, one-dimensional problems for each vibrational mode. The 
coordinates are called normal modes of vibration; examples are given in 
Figs. 13.1 and 13.2. While for a few molecules , such as CO 2 , it is possible 
to derive the normal modes purely on symmetry grounds, procedures for 
doing this in the general case exist; see Wilson, Decius and Cross (1980) in 
the further reading. 

Many of the concepts derived in Chapter 11 for a diatomic harmonic 
oscillator are simply generalised to the polyatomic case. Thus the vibra-
tional energy of a system with M vibrational modes, Ev, becomes 

H 

H / 

H 

Ev=ntwi(vi+½), (13.1) 

• 0 

0 
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/ 

H 

/ 

H 

Symmetric stretch,v1 
- I ro 1 = 3667 cm 

Bend, v2 

ro2 = IS9Scm - 1 

Asymmetric stretch, v3 

ro3 = 3676 cm- • 

Fig. 13.1. The three normal modes of the water molecule. 
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---0--C-- O 

t t 
0--C-- O 

i 

0-- C----0 

Symmetric stretch, v 1 

Bend (degenerate), v2 

Asymmetric stretch, v3 

co3 = 2349 cm- 1 

Fig. 13.2. Normal modes of carbon dioxide; note that the bending mode is doubly 
degenerate as the motion can occur in the plane of the page, as drawn, or identically, 
perpendicular to the plane of the page. 

where Vi gives the number of quanta in mode i which has a harmonic 
frequency of Wi- Similarly, the zero point energy (zpe) is generalised to 

1 M 
zpe = -n'""'wi. 2~ 

•=1 

13.2. Vibrational Transitions 

(13.2) 

Within the harmonic oscillator approximation, there is a simple and rigor-
ous electric dipole selection rule: 

~v = ±1, (13.3) 

where, for a polyatomic molecule, the other vibrational modes remain 
unchanged. This leads directly to 

~Ev = nw ( V + 1 + ½) -nw ( V + ½) = nw, (13.4) 

where w is known as the fundamental frequency. 
For anharmonic molecules any change in ~v is allowed in principle, 

but in practice, ~v = ±1 always leads to much stronger transitions. The 
intensity of individual transitions falls off rapidly with increasing ~v. Vibra-
tional transitions which change v by more than one quantum are generally 

The vibrational modes of carbon dioxide; 
note that the bending mode is doubly 
degenerate as the motion can occur in the 
plane of the page, as drawn, or identically, 
perpendicular to the plane of the page.The three vibrational modes of the water 

molecule

H2O CO2



Excitation Temperature
• The excitation temperature for a given transition is defined as:

For pure rotational transitions, the excitation temperature is often called the rotation temperature.

For vibrational transitions, it is called the vibrational temperature.

This nomenclature is analogous to the “spin temperature” defined for the H I 21-cm hyperfine 
transition.

nu

n`
=

gu
g`
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Maser Emissions
• Microwave amplification stimulated emission of 

radiation (maser) action is observed from at least 
36 molecules including SiO, OH and water, usually 
at IR and microwave frequencies.

• The population inversion necessary to cause maser 
action can be created by a number of mechanisms 
including optical pumping, radiation trapping in 
certain long-lived levels and selective collisional 
excitation of the masing molecule.

• In the righthand side figure, the levels are 
vibration-rotation levels of the electronic ground 
state. If level A is excited in some collision process, 
such as scattering with H2 , and level B is not, then 
the population of level A can be greater than the 
population of level B. The situation gives a non-
thermal population and can lead to maser action.

May 17, 2005 14:40 WSPC/SPI-B267: Astronomical Spectroscopy ch10
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Transitions between the Λ-doublets are allowed. The lowest of these
lies at radio frequencies with a wavelength of 18 cm. Observation of this
transition in 1963 led to OH becoming the fourth molecule observed in the
interstellar medium and the second species observed at radio frequencies.

To add one more layer of angular momentum coupling, the Λ-doublets
are themselves split by hyperfine coupling, which couples the rotational
motion quantum number J to the total nuclear spin quantum number I. In
the case of OH, 16O has a zero nuclear spin and the hyperfine effects arise
from coupling J to the i = 1

2 of the H nucleus. Hyperfine effects cause the
18-cm line to split into four components (see the inset in Fig. 10.17). These
lines can be observed in high-resolution studies.

10.5 Maser Emissions
Microwave amplification stimulated emission of radiation (maser) action
is observed from at least 36 molecules including SiO, OH and water, usu-
ally at infrared or microwave frequencies. The population inversion nec-
essary to cause maser action can be created by a number of mechanisms
including optical pumping, radiation trapping in certain long-lived levels
and selective collisional excitation of the masing molecule.

Figure 10.18 depicts a simplified case of a maser driven by collisional
excitation. In this figure the levels are vibration–rotation levels of the elec-
tronic ground state. If level A is excited in some collision process, such as

A

B

Ground state

Rapid
emission

maser actionCollisional
excitation

Fig. 10.18. Typical scheme for a three-level masing system driven by selective
collisional excitation.
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[Interstellar Dust: Observed Properties]
• Extinction = Absorption + Scattering 

- Dust particles can scatter light, changing its direction of 
motion. When we look at a reflection nebula, like that 
surrounding the Pleiades, we are seeing light from the 
central stars that has been scattered by dust into our line 
of sight. 

- Dust particles can also absorb light. The relative amount 
of scattering and absorbing depends on the properties of 
the dust grains. 

• Thermal radiation from Dust 
- When dust absorbs light, it becomes warmer, so dust 

grains can emit light in the form of thermal radiation. 
Most of this emission is at wavelengths from a few 
microns (near IR) to the sub-mm range (Far-IR). 

• Polarization 
- The polarization of starlight was discovered in 1949 (Hall 

1949). 
- The degree of polarization tends to be larger for stars 

with greater reddening, and stars in a given region of the 
sky tends to have similar polarization directions.

146 Chapter 6. Interstellar Dust 

PLATE II. 

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE MILKY WAY NEAR THE STAR THETA OPHIUCHI. 

Figure 6.1: Photograph by E. E. Barnard of the dark structures near 8 Ophiuchi. 
[Barnard 18 9 9] 

north and south of the bright star ... seem to me to be undoubtedly dark structures, 
or obscuring matter in space, which cut out the light from the nebulous or 
stellar regions behind them." To our experienced eyes, the dark structures near 
8 Ophiuchi are undeniably dust features, but the contemporaries of Ranyard 
had their doubts. The existence of interstellar dust wasn't universally accepted 
until the work of Robert Trumpler in 1930. 

Trumpler was making a study of open clusters within our galaxy. Assuming 
that clusters with similar numbers of stars had a similar physical diameter, he 
used them as standard yardsticks to compute a "diameter distance". Assuming 
that clusters with similar numbers of stars had a similar luminosity, he used 
them as as standard candles to compute a "photometric distance". What he 
found when he plotted diameter distance versus photometric distance is shown 
in Figure 6.2. If Trumpler assumed that open clusters were dimmed solely by 
the inverse square law of flux, then the photometric distances that he estimated 
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Figure 6.3: The Pleiades cluster and surrounding reflection nebulae 
[NASA/BSA/Caltech/ AURA] 

6.1 Observed Properties of Dust 

Although sample-return missions have given us samples of interplanetary dust 
to play with, the properties of more distant interstellar dust must be deduced 
indirectly, primarily by the effect of dust on electromagnetic radiation. Dust 
particles can scatter light, changing its direction of motion. When we look 
at a reflection nebula, like that surrounding the Pleiades (Figure 6.3), we are 
seeing light from the central stars that has been scattered by dust into our line 
of sight. Dust particles can also absorb light. The relative amount of scattering 
and absorbing depends on the properties of the dust grains. When we look 
at a distant star through the intervening dust, the excess dimming of the star 
is caused by a combination of scattering and absorbing. Usually, astronomers 
refer to the net result of scattering and absorbing as extinction. Extinction can 
be dependent on the polarization of the light being extinguished, so dust can 
polarize light from distant stars. 

When dust absorbs light, it becomes warmer, so dust grains can emit light 
in the form of thermal radiation. Most of this emission is at wavelengths from 
a few microns (near infrared) to the sub-millimeter range (far infrared). By 

The Pleiades cluster and surrounding 
reflection nebulae (Fig. 6.3, Ryden)

The dark structures near θ Ophiuchi 
(Barnar 1899; Fig. 6.1, Ryden)
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[Interstellar Dust]
• Silicates 

- The two main types of silicates in dust are pyroxene and olivine.

pyroxene

olivine

MgxFe1�xSiO3
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Si

O

pyroxenes

FIGURE 5.9 Left: The building blocks of silicates are SiO4 tetrahedra.
Middle: In pyroxenes, which have a chain structure, two adjacent tetrahedra
share one oxygen atom; the chain repeats after two tetrahedra. The triangles
represent the SiO4 units. In interstellar grains, the chains are usually not very
regular and linear, as in crystals, but may more resemble worms because of
widespread disorder. Right: Other chain types are realized in silicates, too;
here is a double chain where more than one O atom per tetrahedron is shared
(amphiboles).

– forsterite: Mg2SiO4 and
– fayalite: Fe2SiO4.

To visualize the three-dimensional structure of olivine, imagine that each
Mg2+ or Fe2+ cation lies between six O atoms of two independent tetra-
hedra. These six O atoms are at corners of an octahedron around the
cation. The ratio r of the ionic radius of the metal cations to that of O2−

is about 0.5. Because the O atoms are so big, they form approximately
an hexagonal close packed structure (figure 5.8).

• One, two, three or even all four oxygen atoms are shared among neigh-
boring tetrahedra.
Astronomically relevant is bronzite, (Mg,Fe)SiO3. It is a pyroxene (see
figure 5.9), so two O atoms are common to neighboring SiO4 units. The
pure forms are

– enstatite: MgSiO3 and
– ferrosilite: FeSiO3.

In orthopyroxenes the unit cell is orthorhombic. They dominate at low
temperatures (and when there is no big cation, like Ca2+) and should
therefore be favored in astronomical crystals, but a monoclinic structure
of the unit cell is also possible (so-called clinopyroxenes).

 

olivine - tetrahedra
(building block)

amphiboles
[Left] Olivine is the simplest silicate structure, which is 
composed of isolated tetrahedra bonded to iron and/or 
magnesium ions. No oxygen atom is shared to two 
tetrahedra. 

[Middle] In pyroxene, silica tetrahedra are linked together 
in a single chain, where one oxygen ion from each 
tetrahedra is shared with the adjacent tetrahedron. 

[Right] Other types are possible. In amphibole structures, 
two oxygen ions from each tetrahedra are shared with the 
adjacent tetrahedra. 

In mica structures, the tetrahedra are arranged in 
continuous sheets, where each tetrahedron shares three 
oxygens with adjacent tetrahedra. Fig 5.9 Krugel 

[An Introduction to the Physics of Interstellar Dust]
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• Polycyclic  Aromatic Hydrocarbons 
- The IR emission spectra of spiral galaxies show emission features at 3.3, 6.2, 7.7, 8.6, 11.3, and 

12.7 µm that are attributable to vibrational transitions in polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) 
molecules. 

- PAH molecules are planar structures consisting of carbon atoms organized into hexagonal rings, 
with hydrogen atoms attached at the boundary.

274 CHAPTER 23

on the crystalline fraction to <∼ 2.2% (Kemper et al. 2005).
However, the infrared spectra of some AGB stars (de Vries et al. 2010), as well

as some comets (e.g., Comet Hale-Bopp: Wooden et al. 1999) and disks around
T Tauri stars, (Olofsson et al. 2009) do show fine structure characteristic of crys-
talline silicates. The fine structure indicates that the crystalline material present is
predominantly of an olivine (Mg2xFe2−2xSiO4) structure, with a magnesium frac-
tion x ≈ 0.8.

In crystalline silicates, the Mg/Fe ratio can be diagnosed by well-defined shifts
in spectral features, but determining the Mg/Fe ratio in amorphous silicates is much
more challenging. From the observed interstellar extinction, Kemper et al. (2004)
infer that Mg/(Mg+Fe)≈ 0.5; Min et al. (2007), on the other hand, conclude that
Mg/(Mg+Fe)≈ 0.9 .

The overall strength of the silicate absorption feature requires that a substan-
tial fraction of interstellar silicon atoms reside in amorphous silicate grains. See
Henning (2010) for a recent review of silicates in the ISM and around stars.

23.5 Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons

The infrared emission spectra of spiral galaxies show conspicuous emission fea-
tures at 3.3, 6.2, 7.7, 8.6, 11.3, and 12.7µm that are attributable to vibrational
transitions in polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) molecules. PAH molecules
are planar structures consisting of carbon atoms organized into hexagonal rings,
with hydrogen atoms attached at the boundary. Figure 23.7 shows the 5 to 15µm

Figure 23.7 The 5 to 15µm spectrum of the reflection nebula NGC 7023 (Cesarsky
et al. 1996).

The IR spectrum of the reflection nebula NGC 7023 
(Cesarsky et al. 1996)
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the 6.2, 7.7, and 11.3µm features, and is presumed to also be emitted by PAHs.2

The 3.3µm feature (not shown in Fig. 23.7 or Fig. 23.8) is produced by the
C–H stretching mode in PAHs. The features at 6.2 and 7.7µm are produced by
vibrational modes of the carbon skeleton. The feature at 8.6µm is associated with
in-plane C–H bending modes, and the features at 11.3, 12.0, 12.7, and 13.55µm are
due to out-of-plane C–H bending modes, of H atoms at “mono,” “duo,” “trio,” or
“quartet” sites, defined by the number of adjacent H atoms. Figure 23.9 shows four
examples of PAHs, with examples of mono, duo, trio, or quartet sites indicated.

Figure 23.9 Structure of four PAHs. Examples of singlet, doublet, trio, and quartet H
atoms are indicated.

Interstellar PAHs may not be as perfect as the examples in Fig. 23.9 – for exam-
ple, one or more of the peripheral H atoms may be missing, perhaps replaced by
radicals such as OH or CN, or one of the carbons may be replaced by a nitrogen
(Hudgins et al. 2005).

A neutral PAH can be photoionized by the hν < 13.6 eV starlight in diffuse
clouds, creating a PAH+ cation, and large PAHs can be multiply ionized. Collision
of a neutral PAH with a free electron can create a PAH− anion. The fundamental
vibrational modes – C–H stretching and bending, and vibrational modes of the
carbon skeleton – remain at nearly the same frequency, although the electric dipole
moment of the different modes can be sensitive to the ionization state. For example,
the “solo” C–H out-of-plane bending mode at 11.3µm is much stronger for neutral
PAHs than for PAH ions, while the 7.7µm vibrational mode of the carbon skeleton
has a much larger electric dipole moment in PAH ions than in neutrals (see Draine
& Li 2007, and references therein).

2Table 1 of Draine & Li (2007) has a list of PAH features found in galaxy spectra.
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FIGURE 5.6 Four types of carbon binding, from top to bottom: sin-
gle bond in ethane (C2H6); double bond in ethylene (C2H4); triple bond in
acetylene (C2H2); resonance structure in benzene (C6H6) with three π-bonds
shared among six C atoms. Symbols: big circles: C atoms; small ones: H
atoms. σ-bonds are drawn with full lines, π-bonds broken. In the descrip-
tion of the bond, the type (σ or π) is followed by the atomic symbol and the
participating orbitals, for instance, σ(Csp2, H1s).

 

Bezene ring ( ) 
The simplest type of PAHs. 

[Fig 5.6 in Krugel]

C6H6

Structure of four PAHs. 
[Fig 23.9 in Draine]
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• Graphite (흑연) 

- Graphite is the most stable form of carbon (at low pressure), 
consisting of infinite parallel sheets of sp2-bonded carbon. 

‣ A single (infinite) sheet of carbon hexagons is know as 
graphene. Each carbon atom in graphene has three nearest 
neighbors, with a nearest-neighbor distance of 1.421Å. 

‣ Crystalline graphite consists of regularly stacked 
graphene sheets. 

‣ The sheets are weakly bound to one another by van der 
Waals forces. 

• Nanodiamond 
- Diamond consists of sp3-bonded carbon atoms, with each 

carbon bonded to four equidistant nearest neighbors 
(enclosed angles are 109.47o). 

- Diamond nanoparticles are relatively abundant in primitive 
meteorites. Based on isotopic anomalies associated with 
them, we know that some fraction of the nanodiamond was 
of premolar origin. 

- But, its abundance in the ISM is not known. 

• Amorphous carbon 

• Hydrogenated amorphous carbon (HAC) 

• Fullerenes
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graphite sheets

3.
35

A

FIGURE 5.7 Graphite is formed by sheets of carbon atoms, each with
an hexagonal honeycomb structure. The side length of the hexagons equals
1.42Å; the distance between neighboring sheets is 3.35Å. In analogy to close-
packed spheres (figure 5.8), besides the sheet sequence ABABAB . . . also
ABCABC . . . is possible and combinations thereof.

next higher layer B

bottom layer A
FIGURE 5.8 A ground layer A of equal balls (dashed), each touching its
six nearest neighbors, is covered by an identical but horizontally shifted layer
B (solid). There are two ways to put a third layer on top of B; one only needs
to specify the position of one ball in the new layer; all other locations are then
fixed. a) When a ball is centered at the lower cross, directly over a sphere
in layer A, one obtains by repetition the sequence ABABAB . . .. This gives
an hexagonal close-packed structure (hcp). b) When a ball is over the upper
cross, one gets by repetition a sequence ABCABC . . . and a face-centered
cubic lattice.

 

Structure of diamond.Buckminsterfullerene (C60)
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[Solid State Physics] - Bonding and Antibonding Orbitals
• Molecular Orbital Method: The molecular orbitals are created via the linear combinations of atomic 

orbitals. For instance, for a diatomic molecule,

Since the two protons are identical, the probability that the electron is near A must equal the probability 
that the electron is near B.

We have two possibilities that 
satisfy the above condition.

This is called a bonding orbital.

This is called a antibonding orbital.
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• Bonding orbitals are formed when atomic orbitals combine in ways that lead to predominantly 
constructive interference.

In the bonding orbitals, the electron density is found between the atoms. The leads to the idea that 
covalent bonding is “shared” electrons. The electrons have a high probability of being between 
the nuclei in the molecule.

The molecular orbital has a lower energy than the separated atoms.

• Anti-bonding orbitals are formed when atomic orbitals combine in ways that lead to 
predominantly destructive interference.

In this bonding, a “node” or place of zero electron density exists between the atoms.

The molecular orbital has a higher energy than the separated atomic orbitals.

We denote anti-bonding orbitals with a * symbol.
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σ-bonding is due to the end-to-end 
overlap of orbitals having 
constructive interference (in 
phase). All σ-bonding is “on axis” 
meaning the electron density is 
centered directly between the two 
bonding nuclei.



[Band Structure of Solids]

Chapter I. Propaedeutics in Dust Physics I.1. The Make-Up of Solids
;=<

a series of continuous functions, also called bands (e.g. Chap. 8 of Ashcroft & Mermin, 1976, for a
derivation from the Schrödinger equation). This can be viewed as a generalization of the molecular
level splitting (Fig. I.7). The spacing between a large number of levels is so small that it appears con-
tinuous. At T = 0 K, the lowest energy bands are filled in priority. Two of these bands are particularly
important.

The valence band is the highest energy band populated by valence electrons, at T = 0 K.

The conduction band is the lowest energy band where electrons can move freely through the solid.
It is the band immediately superior to the valence band.

The energy difference between the top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band
is called the band gap, noted Eg (Fig. I.7).

FIGURE I.7 – Origin of the band structure of a solid. From the left to the right, we represent: (i) typical
discrete atomic levels, (ii) the successive splitting of molecular orbitals, (iii) resulting in the quasi
continuous distribution of levels in bands. Electrons are represented with a vertical blue arrow (up
or down), corresponding to their spin. Licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0.

I.1.3.3 The Fermi Level

The probability distribution of identical fermions, such as electrons in a solid, over the energy states
of a system at temperature T, is given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution:

f (E) = 1

exp
µ

E°EF

kT

∂
+1

, (I.2)

where k is the Boltzmann constant (cf. Table B.2), E denotes the different energy levels and EF is
the Fermi level 4. This distribution is displayed in Fig. I.8.a. The Fermi level is an intrinsic quantity
characterizing a solid. It is the energy required to add an electron to the system. It also corresponds
to the maximum energy an electron can have at T = 0 K. The latter interpretation of EF can be seen in
Fig. I.8.a. The blue curve shows Eq. (I.2) at T = 0 K: (i) it gives equal probability to electrons to occupy

4. In the general Fermi-Dirac distribution, the Fermi level, which is proper to solids, is replaced by the chemical po-
tential of the system, µ. In our case, the Fermi level is the chemical potential of an electron.

;F<
Frédéric GALLIANO 11 HDR, Université Paris-Saclay

Origin of the band structure of a solid

A solid can be idealized as a periodic lattice of atoms bonded to each other. The permitted energy levels of a 
single valence electron, in the periodic electrostatic potential created by this lattice, are a series of continuous 
functions, also called bands. This can be viewed as a generalization of the molecular level splitting. The spacing 
between a large number of levels is so small that it appears continuous.

The valence band is the highest energy band populated by valence electrons (at T = 0 K).
The conduction band is the lowest energy band where electrons can move freely through the solid. It is the band 
immediately superior to the valence band.
The energy difference between them is called the band gap (often denoted to be ).Eg
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From the left to the right, we 
represents: (i) typical discrete 
atomic levels, (ii) the successive 
splitting of molecular orbitals, 
(iii) resulting in the quasi-
continuous distribution of levels 
in bands. Electrons are 
represented with a vertical blue 
arrow (up or down), 
corresponding to their spin.

[credit: Frédéric Galliano]


